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Key Capabilities Needed for Exploration Enabled by 

Research in Life and Physical Sciences

Understanding how the underlying mechanisms of life and physical 

sciences affect system function will be critical in achieving the advanced 

capabilities needed for human exploration:

– Maintaining Human Health 

– Surface Mobility & Extravehicular Activity

– Life Support & Habitation

– Cryogenic Fluid & Thermal Management

– In-Situ Resource Utilization

– Enabling Scientific Discovery
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• Human Physiology

– Health

– Safety

– Productivity

• Medical Capability

– Monitoring

– Support

– Specimen collection and analysis

– Diagnostics

– Immune function

– Cardiovascular function

– Musculoskeletal fitness

– Exercise capability

• Microbiology

– Human health/safety

– Monitoring

– Habitat design/mitigation

• Radiation

– Human health and performance

– Countermeasures

– Habitat design/shielding/materials

– Monitoring/early detection

Challenges Associated with Maintaining Human Health

• Behavior and Performance

– Sleep, circadian desynchronization

– Scheduling

– Crew interactions

– Isolation

– Pharmacology

– Monitoring

– Human factors

• Habitation and Environment

– Radiation shielding

– Meteoroid shielding

– Lunar dust mitigation

– Leak detection/monitoring

– Power/lighting

– Life support (air, temperature, etc.)

– Food/food systems

• Lunar Dust

– Habitat design/shielding/mitigation

– Electronics/instrumentation

– Mechanical

– Human toxicology
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Surface Mobility & Extravehicular Activity

Desired Capabilities

• Explore the Moon hundreds of kilometers from 

the lunar outpost on excursions lasting from 3 to 

14 days.

• Prepare for EVA in less than 15 minutes.

• EVA duration of 8 hours.

• Reach pressurized safe haven within 20 minutes.

Technical Challenges

• Energy storage

– High energy density batteries & fuel cells

• Integrated life support

– EVA suit/rover

• Dust mitigation

– Abrasion, degradation of mechanisms

– Toxicity

• Reduced EVA consumables

– Improved CO2 removal

– High pressure O2 supply

– Improved thermal management

• Long-life EVA suit (tens of cycles)

– In-situ suit maintenance

– Reduced mass

– Enhanced flexibility and dexterity

– Improved heads up display and 
communication

• Radiation monitoring and advance warning of 
solar particle events

• Cold temperature and nighttime operations
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Underlying Mechanisms

Life Sciences

• Anthropometry and ergonomics

• Radiation protection and monitoring

• Dust toxicity

Physical Sciences

• Sharp-edged granular media

• High performance materials

• Multiphase flow

Small pressurized rover EVA Suitport Advanced EVA 

surface suit

Architectural Concepts



Life Support & Habitation

Underlying Mechanisms

Life Sciences

• Behavioral health

• Anthropometry and Ergonomics

• Partial gravity effects

• Radiation protection

• Toxicity of atmospheric contaminants 
and dust

• Biological life support systems

Physical Sciences

• High performance materials

• Materials processing and recycling

• Sharp-edged granular media

• Multiphase flow

Desired Capabilities

• Support crew of 4 at lunar outpost on missions 

lasting up to 180 days.

• Outpost could be located anywhere on the 

Moon with crewed operations continuing during 

the lunar night.

• 2 lunar missions per year.

Technical Challenges

• Closed-loop Environmental Control & Life 

Support Systems (ECLSS)

• Habitat radiation shielding

• Lightweight structures

– Inflatable habitats

• Human health and medical care

• Detection of hazardous atmospheric 
contaminants and microbes

• Habitat thermal management

• Waste management

• Logistics

• Energy storage

• Dust mitigation in habitat

• Site preparation

Architectural Concepts

Lunar Outpost
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Cryogenic Fluid & Thermal Management

Underlying Mechanisms

Physical Sciences

• Mixing of cryogenic fluids

• Partial gravity effects

• Multiphase flow

• Heat transfer

• Materials development

Desired Capabilities

• Store cryogenic propellants up to 210 days on 

lunar surface

• Gaseous and cryogenic fluid handling and 

transfer.

• Closed-loop thermal control for lunar surface 

systems.

• Thermal control for fission surface power 

systems.

• Operations in extreme thermal environments

Technical Challenges

• Zero boil-off cryogenic propellant storage

– Thermal insulation (passive)

– Broad area active cooling

• Fluid acquisition devices

• Instrumentation to measure propellant 

mass/volume

• Closed-loop thermal control for EVA suits to 

minimize water loss

• Phase change heat sink for small pressurized 

rover

• High temperature liquid metal coolant systems 

for fission surface power systems

• Lightweight radiators

Altair Lunar Lander Fission Surface Power System

Architectural Concepts
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In-Situ Resource Utilization

Architectural ConceptsDesired Capabilities

• Oxygen production from lunar regolith (1 

MT/year)

• Common reactants and consumables for all 

lunar surface systems produced by ISRU

• Scavenging of residual propellants from lunar 

lander tanks

• Propellant production to refuel lunar lander

• Reuse or recycling of discarded hardware

• Production of spare parts from lunar 

resources

• Building landing pads and berms

Technical Challenges

• Prospecting for volatiles in extremely cold 

lunar craters

• Efficient processes for producing oxygen from 

regolith

• Efficient processes for extracting volatiles 

from regolith

• Cryogenic fluid storage on the lunar surface

• Regolith excavation and handling

• Metals production from regolith

Underlying Mechanisms

Physical Sciences

• Sharp-edged granular media

• Multiphase flow

• Mixing of cryogenic fluids

• Heat transfer

• Chemical reduction processes

• Processing of metals in partial gravity

ISRU oxygen production system
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Enabling Scientific Discovery

Desired Capabilities

• Sample acquisition, processing, and storage

• In-situ analysis

• Long-distance surface mobility

• Robotic assistants

• Diagnostic and repair facilities

• Operations in extreme environments

• Virtual presence

• Planetary protection

Technical Challenges

• Duplicating capabilities of Earth-based laboratories 

in lunar environment

• Miniaturization of analytical instruments

• Crew productivity is limited by necessity for life 

support systems and EVA suits

• Automating remote operations to minimize EVA 

time

• Coordination of humans and robots

• Ensuring crew safety

• Highly reliable systems

Underlying Mechanisms

Life Sciences

• Preserving biological samples

• Survival of microbes in extreme 
environments

• Human factors

Physical Sciences

• Chemical processes

• Fluid flow

• Granular media

• Heat transfer

• High performance materials

Architectural Concepts

Robotic Assistant
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Summary

• Fundamental research in life and physical sciences supports the 

development of advanced capabilities for exploration.

• Common, crosscutting research themes emerge from a wide range of 

desired capabilities and architectural concepts.
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